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1 Introduction

Models play a central role in the specification of software systems. As models cannot be

executed directly, model and code generators are used to transform them into implemen-

tation artifacts. These generators face challenges caused by complexity and tight coupling

of generator implementations, particularly when multiple metamodels are involved. As a

consequence maintenance, evolution and reuse of generators is expensive and error-prone.

We address these challenges with a two fold GEnerator COmposition approach (GECO
[JHH16]), which subdivides generators in fragments and modules: (1) fragments are com-

bined utilizing megamodel patterns. These patterns are based on the relationship between

base and aspect metamodel.(2) fragments are modularized along transformation aspects,

such as model navigation, and metamodel semantics.

We evaluated GECO with two case studies from different domains, and assessed the gen-

erators with modularity and complexity metrics, covering architecture and method level.

2 Approach

GECO is technology agnostic, covers both code and model generators, and is applicable to

to Aspect-Oriented Modeling [KAK09] and Multi-View Modeling [ASB10] approaches.

In GECO, generators are modularized on two levels. First they are divided into smaller

generators, called fragments, and then subdivided into modules. Each fragment is defined

with only one source and target metamodel, and can often be realized with one trans-

formation. As metamodels may not be self-contained and may cover multiple views and

aspects, fragments can be designed for only a partition of a source metamodel, especially

for partitions that fulfill the criteria of an aspect or base metamodel [Ju14, Ju16, St16].

This implies that it is not necessary to have de facto multiple metamodels to developed

with GECO. It is sufficient to be able to partition the metamodel along the relationships of

base and aspect models, and independent and dependent views, respectively.
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3 Conclusions

The GECO approach provides the means to modularize generators which supports their

construction and evolution.

We evaluated GECO in two case studies representing information systems and embedded

control systems. In both cases GECO help to modularize generators and the GECO-based

generators showed lower complexity compared pre-existing generator implementations.

Supplementary, GECO provides reusable modules for generator development supported

by a DSL. More details on the evaluation can be found in [JHH16] and [Ju16].

Our future work will explore two primary avenues of investigation. First, we will evolve

the generators for the information system case study in context of the iObserve project

[Ha13]. Second, we want to investigate generator performance and memory consumptions

as these are two important limiting factors of code generators in general.
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